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Technology Start-ups from GTU and local Start-up Ecosystem can pitch at ANTRACON 2016
(http://www.antrapreneur.com/ ) and get funded through India’s leading angel networks.
ANTRACON is a platform for establishing linkages between potential start-ups & angels and
towards creating a vibrant start-up ecosystem. Alongside, the event will also host national
business plan competitions in which selected teams from across the country will pitch their
plans. This 1st of its kind start-up, angel meet-up on 19th and 20th August 2016 at Ahmedabad,
Gujarat which will create a confluence of more than 200 start- ups, a dozen national and
international angel networks, individual angels, HNIs and start-up ecosystem actors from across
the country.
ANTRACON 2016 will comprise of startups from Gujarat, Maharastra, Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan, with the key focus of bridging link between large pools of stakeholders.
This event is a platform for every potential start up to pitch in front of global experts, mentors
and investors. It will also bring in govt. startup funding agencies that will extend their support
to potential innovative enterprises. Alongside the pitching event, it will also host best business
idea competitions in which selected teams from across country will pitch their B-plans.
Each start-up will benefit through below means through this event as informed by the
organizers.





Opportunity to get supported and funded by Angel networks , HNIs and individual
angels
Start-ups can apply to leverage the start-up assistance scheme of Govt. of Gujarat
through campus Incubator
Participation in workshops like valuation, pitch plan mentoring from stalwarts during
the event
Access to 15,000 plus student pools across discipline for Start-up internship and similar
support
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Access to industry veterans , successful start-up leaders and strategic partners of LJ
knowledge foundation for early stage start-ups
Network with investors and start-up stakeholders from Singapore and other countries
Get a chance to present to sectors specific Angels

For reaching out to host, refer: http://www.antrapreneur.com/

For ant query write to Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Honorary Director GTU Innovation Council,
gtu_innovation_council@gtu.edu.in
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